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Introduction

Phishing is a chronic risk online, with severe results. The hacking of the Democratic Party in 2016 and other major hacks in history all began with phishing.
Defeating phishing requires ubiquitous use of two factor authentication.
Cryptographic fobs are the only widely used two factor authentication option
which has not been documented to be vulnerable to users. Phone-based methods
of 2FA are not as strong as the fobs. A most simple version occurs when
attackers claiming to be customer service representatives obtain the cooperation
of victims who dutiful read off their short-messaging service, such as texting,
in order to authentication themselves [YA14]. Other successful attacks against
phone-based two factor which cryptographic fobs are far less vulnerable include
malware [Dmi+14], man-in-the-middle [KVB16],and pop-up femtocells which
control all traffic to a phone [GRB12].
In this work we examine the case where the keys are provided and there is
certainty of exchanging information. The keys were provided by the university
and the recipients of the key participated in learning remotely. If the uncertainty
were removed and the devices provided at no cost, would the keys be perceived
as useful and acceptable?
To answer the questions about the acceptability of Yubikeys we provided
incoming students to a university in the Midwest with free Yubikeys in the
fall of 2020. We asked them about their self-reported authentication practices,
compared this to their actual authentication practices and authentication use
for the incoming class as a whole. We then interviewed a small number for
further insight. All interactions except for the interviews were anonymous and
data was shared as distributions for comparison rather than individual records
as possible. All the data sharing and experimental protocols were documented
and approved by the IRB.
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Methodology

Two hundred randomly selected first year students were delivered Yubikeys to
their homes or dorms upon enrollment to the University. All students that
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attend the university are required to use two factor authentication to login to
university websites.
At the end of the academic year the students who received a Yubikey and
were identified by the university as still enrolled were sent a separate survey
invitation from those who did not receive the key at the beginning of the year.
The number of first year students who received Yubikeys that were still active
at the end of the first year dropped from 200 to 123 (61.5%).
The survey had a combination of multiple choice questions and open answer,
as pictured below.

Figure 1: A screenshot of our survey sent out to the students.
The survey asked about their preferences and use of two-factor authentication. The survey contained questions that inquired participants to reflect on
their experience with two-factor authentication on the likert scale. We also inquired about the participants technical expertise and demographics. From the
email sent to the groups, we received 68 survey responses, 15 from the Yubikey
group and 53 responses from the general student group.
Survey question asking about gender reference [spiel2019gender]. This
article tackles the topic of how to ask participants about their gender identity
respectfully within research surveys.
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Findings

When analyzing our survey we found that 75% of our respondents reported
using 2FA for services outside the university context. With the majority (82%)
reporting to use push notifications and only 3% reporting using a physical token
at the end of the period. The most common responses given for changing from
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physical tokens to another authentication method focused on the fear of losing
the physical token, a lack of compatibility with specific device (such as a phone
or tablet without the correct USB port), and not perceiving a benefit compared
to a phone they already had.
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